Modern spectropolarimeters are capable of detecting subkilogauss field strengths using the Zeeman effect in line profiles from the static photosphere, but supersonic Doppler broadening makes it more difficult to detect the Zeeman effect in the wind lines of hot stars. Nevertheless, the recent advances in observational capability motivate an assessment of the potential for detecting the magnetic fields threading such winds. We incorporate the weak-field longitudinal Zeeman effect in the Sobolev approximation to yield integral expressions for the flux of circularly polarized emission. To illustrate the results, two specific wind flows are considered: (i) spherical constant expansion with v(r ) = v ∞ and (ii) homologous expansion with v(r ) ∝ r . Axial and split monopole magnetic fields are used to schematically illustrate the polarized profiles. For constant expansion, optically thin lines yield the well-known 'flat-topped' total intensity emission profiles and an antisymmetric circularly polarized profile. For homologous expansion, we include occultation and wind absorption to provide a more realistic observational comparison. Occultation severely reduces the circularly polarized flux in the redshifted component, and in the blueshifted component, the polarization is reduced by partially offsetting emission and absorption contributions. We find that for a surface field of approximately 100 G, the largest polarizations result for thin but strong recombination emission lines. Peak polarizations are approximately 0.05 per cent, which presents a substantial although not inconceivable sensitivity challenge for modern instrumentation.
I N T RO D U C T I O N
A mounting body of indirect evidence suggests that magnetic fields may influence the winds of hot stars, yet direct detections of these fields remain sparse (e.g. see Mathys 2002) . Of course, magnetic fields are known to exist in a great many stars, with dramatic consequences for the stellar envelopes in some cases. Of the garden variety types, the Sun is known to have magnetic fields of approximately 1 G strength averaged over its surface, although field concentrations can occur at the kilogauss level in some regions. Magnetic effects account for a variety of solar activity, ranging from sunspots to influencing the solar wind. At the opposite extreme are the peculiar A and B stars -oblique magnetic rotators with multikilogauss surface fields (e.g. Babcock 1947; Landstreet et al. 1975; Shore & Brown 1990; Mathys et al. 1997) .
The early-type stars are not generally expected to have photospheric magnetic fields unless they are fossil in nature (e.g. Moss E-mail: ignace@astro.wisc.edu (RI); kgg@astro.physics.uiowa.edu (KGG) 1989, 2001), because these stars have radiative instead of convective envelopes. In contrast to this standard claim, more recent models suggest that it may be possible for magnetic flux tubes generated at the interface of the inner convective and outer radiative zones to buoyantly emerge in the photospheric layers (Charbonneau & MacGregor 2002; MacGregor & Cassinelli 2003) .
Irrespective of how the magnetic fields originate, there is considerable evidence that points to their existence in some massive stars. Some of these stars show non-thermal synchrotron radio emission that forms at large radius in the winds (Abbott et al. 1986; Bieging, Abbott & Churchwell 1989; Chapman et al. 1999; Dougherty & Williams 2000) . The Be stars are now thought to harbour discs that are Keplerian (or nearly so, Okazaki 1991; Telting et al. 1994; Hanuschik et al. 1995; Hummel & Vrancken 2000) . Moreover, discs have been observed to come and go in some Be stars (e.g. Rivinius et al. 1998 Rivinius et al. , 2001 . To maintain such a disc around a star that rotates at subcritical speeds, a mechanism for angular momentum transport is necessary, and magnetic fields are a natural candidate ud-Doula & Owocki 2002) . To explain the dense and fast Wolf-Rayet winds, it had been considered that magnetic effects could play a role in driving these flows (Poe, Friend & Cassinelli 1989; dos Santos, Jatenco-Pereira & Opher 1993; Ignace, Cassinelli & Bjorkman 1998) . Although multiline scattering models now seem capable of explaining the high Wolf-Rayet mass-loss rates (e.g. Lucy & Abbott 1993; Springmann 1994; Gayley, Owocki & Cranmer 1995; Hillier & Miller 1998; Gräfener, Koesterke & Hamann 2002) , some lingering difficulties persist, and perhaps basal magnetic fields could still have an influence. On a related note, there is still the matter of the triple rings of SN1987a (e.g. Burrows et al. 1995; Crotts, Kunkel & Heatcote 1995) , an imprint of mass loss during the post-main-sequence phase of a massive star (although some advocate binary star interactions to explain the rings, e.g. Collins et al. 1999; Soker 1999) . One possibility is that magnetic fields have influenced the evolution of the wind-blown bubble morphology, as suggested by Chevalier & Luo (1994) and Washimi, Shibata & Mori (1996) .
Why then are direct detections of magnetic fields in hot stars so difficult? Many attempts to measure the longitudinal Zeeman effect in these stars have yielded only rather high upper limits of Figure 1 . Illustration of longitudinal and transverse Zeeman effects arising from the emission of light from a sample of gas with the indicated magnetic field direction (top). For a normal Zeeman triplet, the unshifted line is referred to as the π -component, which is linearly polarized. The unshifted component is not observed when the sample is viewed along the field. The two shifted lines are σ -components that are generally elliptically polarized (circular if viewed along the field; linear if viewed perpendicular to it; and elliptical for in between viewing obliquities). The case on the left is for the pure longitudinal Zeeman effect, with the lower schematic showing the circularly polarized Stokes V emission. On the right is the case of the pure transverse Zeeman effect, with the lower schematic showing the linearly polarized lines as Stokes Q. several 100s of gauss (e.g. Chesneau & Moffat 2002 , is a recent example; see also the review by Mathys 2002) . There have been some detections, notably β Cep and θ 1 Ori C (Donati & Wade 1999; Donati et al. 2002) with surface fields of a few hundred gauss. (Donati 2001 , comments on a fairly low upper limit of 20 G to the net magnetic flux for the surface field of ζ Pup.) To appreciate the observational challenge, consider a standard Zeeman triplet as illustrated in Fig. 1 . If we observe the emission of light from a sample of gas as viewed perpendicular to an applied magnetic field (on the right), the transverse Zeeman effect results. The field splits the line into three linearly polarized components. The unshifted feature is the π-component, which is polarized parallel to B; and the two spectral features appearing symmetrically about line centre are the σ -components, which are polarized perpendicular to the field direction. If viewed along the magnetic axis (on the left), one instead sees just the σ -components, which are now circularly polarized (but of opposite signs). Note that for the weak fields that we shall consider (see Section 2), the transverse Zeeman effect scales as a second-order term, whereas the longitudinal Zeeman effect is first order, scaling linearly with the magnetic field strength, and so the focus of this paper will be on the latter.
The strength of the Zeeman effect and the amount of circularly polarized emission depends on the Zeeman splitting λ B , which we define to be the wavelength shift of the σ -components from the line centre as given by
with λ in microns, B in gauss, and g eff the effective Lánde factor to generalize the expression. A line in the visible band and a modest magnetic field of around 100 G yields a Zeeman splitting of just 0.0014Å. In velocity terms, using λ = 5500Å, the Zeeman shift is a mere 75 m s −1 . This is considerably smaller than the thermal broadening typical of stellar envelopes, and much smaller than the velocity broadening in the winds, and this presents a serious difficulty: the circular polarizations of the two σ -components are incoherent and opposite in sign, so their broadening-induced overlap leads to severe polarimetric cancellation. What survives is a much weaker antisymmetric signal as illustrated in Fig. 2 (see equation  6 ). In general, the ability to measure the Zeeman effect depends on the amount of Zeeman shift relative to the relevant broadening processes.
There are also secondary considerations that determine how well the longitudinal Zeeman effect can be used to measure stellar magnetic fields. The line-integrated polarimetric signal depends on the net magnetic flux threading the emitting volume. This implies that strong but highly tangled fields will not be observable. Even for globally smooth fields, the condition ∇ · B = 0 demands that the net magnetic flux through any closed surface is zero. (Of course for stars, only the facing half of the star is observed at any instant.) Figure 2 . The circular polarization in Stokes V for a Gaussian emission profile in the weak-field limit. The Zeeman splitting is small compared with the thermal broadening of the line. The circular polarization of the σ -components are strongly blended, and since the polarization is incoherent and oppositely signed, severe cancellation results. The plot shows the percentage polarization as the ratio λ B / λ th is varied from 0.004 to 0.1 as indicated. For scale, if the line were Hα with a thermal broadening of 15 km s −1 in velocity units, the magnetic fields associated with these profiles would vary from 65 G for the weakest polarization up to 1600 G for the strongest.
Still the absence of magnetic monopoles suggests that the application of the Zeeman effect to winds, which can emit over a substantial volume for which only a small fraction may be occulted, may suffer from the net-zero-flux condition. However, the winds typically expand at speeds much in excess of the thermal broadening, which means that the emission appearing at a given frequency in the line profile arises from a certain space in the emitting volume. The differential Doppler shifts caused by wind motion effectively sort the emitting regions by their line-of-sight velocity. Each of these layers may thus possess a net magnetic flux. Thus in wind flows, these differential Doppler shifts allow high spectral resolution to substitute for the impossibly high spatial resolution that would otherwise be needed to map the circumstellar magnetic field. This is a key diagnostic advantage to making Zeeman detections in the wind, but is nevertheless a daunting challenge, owing both to the possibility of rather weak fields, and to the cancellation of opposite σ -components as mentioned above. Since the broadening in stellar winds is so large, they would seem to present the worst possible scenario for employing the Zeeman effect. After all, the wind broadening is set by the terminal speed of the flow, which ranges from 100 km s −1 in red giant stars to upwards of 3000 km s −1 in some hot stars. These values are substantially larger than the thermal broadening, by a few orders of magnitude in some cases. However, along with the enhanced cancellation, this broadening does provide some benefit: it allows the simplification of the well-known Sobolev approximation to be applied. As described above, the radiative transfer from point to point in the extended envelope becomes decoupled, and the emission appearing at a given wavelength arises from an 'isovelocity zone' with fixed line-of-sight velocity. This isovelocity zone is slightly shifted for the two different σ -components owing to their relative frequency shift, and so their cancellation is mitigated by gradients in the wind. For example, Watson & Wiebe (2001) discuss the Zeeman effect for maser radiation arising from an accretion disc in the nucleus of a galaxy. Although the context is quite different from ours -they investigate the effects of turbulence and include the influence of the atomic hyperfine structure -velocity gradients play an important role in their modelling. Ultimately, it is these gradients that allow for some Zeeman signal to persist in the combined profile, as we shall quantify below.
The objective of this paper is to estimate the observational potential for detecting the Zeeman effect in the lines of circumstellar envelopes using modern spectropolarimeters, and to assist in the interpretation of any such signal. Section 2 describes the circular polarization arising from the Zeeman effect in the general limit of weak magnetic fields. In Section 3, calculations of Stokes V profiles in the Sobolev approximation for stellar winds are presented. The cases of constant expansion and homologous expansion are considered, with axial and split monopole magnetic field cases. Results for both recombination and resonance scattering lines are shown. Following in Section 4 is a discussion of observational prospects.
T H E Z E E M A N E F F E C T I N A S TAT I C M E D I U M
Consider a sample of gas permeated by a magnetic field. The gas has zero bulk motion although the particles experience thermal motions. Following Stenflo (1994) , the intensity profile I of the Zeemanshifted components σ ± in the presence of weak magnetic fields (i.e. when the Zeeman splitting is much less than the thermal broadening) will be
where I 0 is the intensity profile shape in the absence of a magnetic field, λ is the wavelength shift from line centre and
forB the magnetic field unit vector andẑ a unit vector directed towards the observer. The '+' and '−' symbols distinguish between left-handed (blueshifted component σ − with m = +1 for a magnetic field directed towards the observer) and right-handed (redshifted component σ + with m = −1) circular polarizations. The intensity of circularly polarized flux shall hereafter be denoted by the Stokes parameter V.
In considering the fields to be weak, equation (2) may be Taylor expanded in increment form to first order to yield
However, the intensities I ± are also defined to be
with I = I + + I − and V = I + − I − . Since for weak fields, one has I = I + + I − ≈ I 0 , the first-order term in the expansion of (4) is identified as being related to Stokes V, giving
This expression indicates that the circular polarization will depend on the amount of the Zeeman shift, the orientation of the observer with respect to the vector magnetic field, and a gradient of the line profile function.
To illustrate the V-signal from a static emitting volume, we choose a Gaussian profile shape, as given by
where I l is the wavelength-integrated line intensity. Differentiating this equation and substituting into equation (6) gives
Assuming a flat continuum intensity level of I c , the total intensity will be I tot = I c + I 0 ( λ), and the percentage circular polarization will be p V = 100 per cent V /I tot . Note that for an absorption line, one would observe an intensity I c − I l φ, where I l now represents the total line-integrated intensity that has been absorbed from the continuum. In this case, the V-signal differs from equation (8) only in sign. [However, in terms of observational practicalities, the absorption-line case requires a longer integration time to achieve a fixed signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio than does an emission line.] Examples of polarized profiles for emission lines are plotted in Fig. 2 using I l = λ th I c and varying the ratio of λ B / λ th . The net circular polarizations are a few per cent or less. The profiles show the typical antisymmetric shape as expected. With increasing values of the ratio λ B / λ th , the polarized profiles become stronger overall and broader, although the location of the maxima remain fixed at λ = λ th . This latter point testifies to the assertion that in the line core, there is strong polarimetric cancellation between the two σ -components, and that the net V-signal arises in the line wings where the profile is falling steeply. For the sake of reference, supposing these were profiles in a hot star with a thermal broadening of 15 km s −1 in velocity units for Hα (i.e. in absorption, so that one should invert the curves in Fig. 2 ), the range of field strengths for these model spectra would be approximately 65-1600 G. Note that even at the highest field strength of 1600 G, which would surely have dramatic dynamical influences, the Zeeman shift is just 10 per cent of the thermal broadening for this line, so that the weak-field approximation we employ remains valid. Next, we consider the influence of a stellar wind in the context of the approximation of equation (4).
T H E W I N D C A S E
For most stellar winds, the flow speed as characterized by the terminal speed v ∞ is much larger than the thermal broadening. As such, it is common to employ the Sobolev approximation to calculate emission-line profiles (e.g. the well-known P Cygni lines). In this approximation, the radiative transfer simplifies greatly by virtue of the fact that the emission appearing at a given wavelength within a line arises from an 'isovelocity zone', as was described in Section 1. The Sobolev approach is generally valid as long as the wind speed is quite supersonic. It does breakdown for the line emission that forms in the subsonic portion of the wind acceleration. It also fails for a constant speed flow towards or away from the observer, for which the line optical depth becomes unphysically large. Although some technical aspects have motivated modifications to the Sobolev method for modelling wind emission-line profiles (see Lamers, Cerruti-Solar & Perinotto 1987) , the method has certainly proven to be extremely valuable in understanding the basic elements of line formation in stellar winds, and so we choose to adopt Sobolev theory for the consideration of the Zeeman effect in wind lines.
It should be noted that in the examples to follow, we will consistently use a surface field strength of 100 G and simplified magnetic field topologies. Note from equations (1) and (6) that the polarized signal is proportional to B, so 100 G may be viewed as a fiducial value. Furthermore, a 100-G field is relatively difficult to measure in hot stars using the Zeeman effect with photospheric lines (although β Cep is an exceptional case, Donati et al. 2001) , and it is a field strength for which the magnetic energy density will be roughly comparable to the wind kinetic energy density at the base of an O star wind. Substantially stronger field strengths of hundreds of gauss or more can be expected to strongly influence the wind flow, and since we are not attempting a self-consistent wind calculation, they will not be considered here. Instead, motivated by the general lack of firm circular polarization measurements in O stars, we focus on the potential of measuring the Zeeman effect for modest magnetic fields in wind-broadened line profiles.
We also consider only simple field configurations as our objectives are general and schematic, rather than focused and tailored for a given stellar model. Specifically, we consider an axial field and a split monopole. Although the former is inconsistent with a spherical wind outflow, we use it for its simplicity in order to gauge the sensitivity to the magnetic configuration. The latter represents a more physical wind-dominated field for a non-rotating star, since a weak field that might be initially dipolar at the stellar surface will be drawn out by the radially expanding wind into a monopole geometry, but with hemispheres of opposite polarity.
The Sobolev optical depth
In Sobolev theory, the key to computing line profiles is to determine the local line optical depth and source function. In spherical symmetry, the Sobolev optical depth along a ray at p and position angle α (see Fig. 3 ) for a wavelength shift λ relative to the wavelength Illustrative geometry for isovelocity zones in a stellar wind. The observer is located along the z-axis. The cylindrical radius is p, and the polar angle is θ . Assuming spherical symmetry, the conical surface is an example of an isovelocity zone (specifically for a constant expansion flow), in which every point has the same Doppler shift λ z . In general, the emission at a given wavelength in the line is an integral over the intensities emerging from across this surface, plus the effects of stellar occultation and continuum absorption.
of the line at rest, λ 0 , is
where φ is the (narrow) line opacity profile, z is the line-of-sight axis, σ l is the wavelength-integrated cross-section in units of cm 2 A, n(r ) is the number density of absorbers and λ z is a wavelength shift that picks out a particular isovelocity zone and is given by
where v(r ) is the wind velocity law and θ is the polar angle from z. The application of the Sobolev approximation amounts to assuming that the contribution to the integral in equation (9) is sharply peaked at the point where λ = λ z , such that the slowly varying terms in the integrand may be evaluated at that point and assumed to be constant over the integration. Then the normalization of φ gives that the solution to the integral is
with the velocity Doppler shift v z = −v(r )cos θ, and the radiusdependent quantities evaluated at the location ( p, z) where λ = λ z . In spherical symmetry, the line-of-sight velocity gradient is given by (e.g. Mihalas 1978 )
where µ = cos θ.
The flux profile
To compute the line profile, one has for the emission contribution,
where D is the distance to the source, and
for the source function S λ . The integral is evaluated for a given isovelocity zone at λ z . In addition, one must account for stellar occultation of the wind emission on the far side of the star, corresponding to λ z > 0 (or λ z < 0 for spherical inflow). The absorption component of an assumed flat continuum
2 in the vicinity of the line wavelength is given by
where the integral is evaluated over the absorption 'tube' from p min ( λ z ) to p max = R and only for λ z < 0 corresponding to blueshifted frequencies arising on the near side of the star (or λ z > 0 for spherical inflow). The continuum flux for λ z > 0 is just
Under the assumption of weak magnetic fields, equations (13) and (15) (4), which yields
and
where the derivatives are evaluated for p held constant. (More generally, the derivatives are evaluated for a given sightline with p, α constant, but in spherical symmetry, the specification of α is superfluous.) The result is that the circular polarization in wind lines under the Sobolev approximation yields spatial integrals of gradients in the source-function and optical-depth structure. To be more explicit, we employ a change of variable d/d λ z = (dz/d λ z ) (d/dz) to express the preceding integral expressions as
(19) These expressions are valid under the assumption that the source functions and optical depths for the two components I ± are the same, namely that S + = S − and τ + = τ − . Moreover, other scattering processes are assumed to be negligible, such as electron scattering and the Hanle effect (however, see the discussion in Section 4 regarding when these expressions may still be valid even in the Hanle regime).
The line source function
We will consider two types of lines, resonance and recombination, which are distinguished by their excitation mechanisms. Simplifying assumptions will then be made to characterize the magnitude of their source functions S λ .
Resonance lines
For resonance lines, it will be assumed that the lines are excited by photon scattering in radiative detailed balance and complete frequency redistribution in the comoving frame, such that
where β c and β are, respectively, the probabilities of penetration into and escape from the Sobolev resonance zones associated with a given location in the wind flow (Mihalas 1978) . A key point is that β c decreases asymptotically as r −2 relative to β, so resonance-line source functions fall rapidly with the radius.
Recombination lines
For recombination lines, it is assumed that the upper level is excited by recombination, and that both the upper and lower levels are depopulated entirely by fixed-rate spontaneous emission. This leads to the approximation that the rate into a given upper level u is the total recombination rate into all levels that branch ultimately into level u, and the rate out of level u is the sum of all the spontaneous decay rates from that level. This results in a population ratio of
where n u is the population in the upper level, n l is the population in the lower level, α cu is the sum of all the recombination rate coefficients that cascade through level u, and A u is the sum of all the spontaneous decay rates from level u that are associated with optically thin lines. Optically thick lines would need to be corrected for re-absorption effects, but here we follow standard 'case B' recombination in ignoring optically thick transitions, typically transitions to ground or metastable states.
Since the line source function in wavelength units may be written as
where g j is the statistical weight of level j, our treatment of the recombination lines yields an S λ that is independent of the density and the radiation field (see equation 21), and depends only weakly on electron temperature. Thus S λ does not fall rapidly with radius, and so we will assume it remains constant for recombination lines.
Thin lines
When the lines may be assumed to be optically thin, the flux expressions simplify by restricting to first order in τ S . Working directly with line emissivity j λ is then especially apt, since it will be given by the photon creation rate when there is negligible multiple scattering. Following Rybicki & Hummer (1983) , the total intensity profile is then described by
where we have used the relation that p d p = (r /v) (dv z /dz) r dr for a surface of fixed v z . Consequently, the flux is given by an integral over the effective volume of the isovelocity zone. The component of the photospheric flux that escapes absorption is
and the equations for the polarized flux take on the following forms:
Winds with constant expansion
To begin our presentation of polarized line profiles, it is instructive to begin with the case of constant spherical expansion, because the total intensity emission profiles for thin lines take on the wellknown flat-topped shape. The isovelocity zones are specified by v z = −v ∞ µ, as shown in Fig. 3 . The isovelocity zones are thus cones of opening angle θ with an inner radius boundary of R. Of course, real winds accelerate from the star to achieve constant expansion only asymptotically. So the inner boundary R need not be the stellar radius for this example. Instead it could represent the inner radius for the volume over which some line forms. In fact, for the purposes of this section, it is assumed that R R * so that both occultation and absorption effects may be ignored, thus emphasizing the influence of the wind expansion on the circularly polarized line profile.
Assuming the line to be optically thin, we need only specify the line emissivity, which we take to be a power law with j λ = j 0 x −m , where j 0 is a constant, x = r /R * is a normalized radius, and m is a power-law exponent. As a quantitative example, we consider a recombination line with m = 4, corresponding to j λ ∝ n 2 . The familiar flat-top emission line is given by
a constant at each wavelength in the emission profile. The profile for the circularly polarized flux is quite different. The V-flux is given by equation (28). To evaluate, we define λ ∞ = −λ 0 v ∞ /c, so that the factor dz/d λ z = (−1/ λ ∞ ) (dz/dµ). The geometry of Fig. 3 indicates that p/z = tan θ, and so one has that (dz/dµ) p = r /(1 − µ 2 ). It is also worth noting that dr /dz = z/r . Given these relations, the integral for the Stokes V-flux becomes
where x min = R/R * , and in principle both λ B and γ can be functions of µ and x. Note that it is µ that determines the wavelength shift via µ = − λ z / λ ∞ . Two magnetic field cases are considered: (i) a constant axial field and (ii) a split monopole. The first of these is especially trivial, since the combination λ B cosγ factors out from the integral. Although ad hoc, it is a convenient case to consider, since it isolates the influence of the wind for the Zeeman effect. The split monopole, on the other hand, represents the lowest-order field that might be realistic for a spherical stellar outflow, since it corresponds to a field that has been drawn out radially by a high ram-pressure wind. In this case cos γ = |µ| with B(r ) ∝ r −2 is required to satisfy the condition that ∇ · B = 0. The orientation of the split monopole is chosen such that for all points on the fore side of the star, the field has a component directed towards the observer, and for all points on the aft side, the field component is directed away. This orientation will yield the maximum circular polarization, by minimizing field reversals within each isovelocity zone.
Results for the constant expansion case are displayed in Fig. 4 . The two panels are for the axial (left) and split monopole (right) field topologies. In both cases a magnetic field of 100 G is assumed at the inner radius r = R (implying a potentially much larger field at the stellar surface in the split monopole case). For a wind with a typical value of v ∞ = 1500 km s . Shown are the circular polarization profiles for an optically thin recombination line from a wind in constant spherical expansion. For this case, the emission profile (not shown) is 'flat-topped'. Two magnetic field geometries were considered: axial fields of constant strength directed towards the observer (left), and a split monopole with B(r ) ∝ r −2 with the observer above the North pole (right). For this figure, a value of τ l = 0.3 for the line optical scale was chosen. Also, the field was taken to be B = 100 G at the lower boundary R = R * . Note that for different field strengths, the degree of circular polarization is essentially linear with λ B . The resulting polarized profiles, ignoring stellar occultation and wind absorption effects, is antisymmetric and vanishingly small except near the profile wings.
latter selection is not strictly consistent with our having neglected occultation and absorption, so it effectively yields an upper limit to the polarized signal.
The V-polarization of Fig. 4 is antisymmetric such as for the case of a static medium; however, the shape is clearly much distorted by the wind expansion. Although the polarization rises to around 0.2 per cent for the axial field case, it is confined rather narrowly to the line wings, and the polarization over most of the profile is quite small. One should not be concerned that the profile formally diverges at the line wings. The difficulty with a constant expansion wind is that the line of sight with zero impact parameter has the same Doppler shift for the entire column, and so the Sobolev approximation fails completely. In reality, self-absorption would saturate the extreme wings, and the line-integrated polarized flux still vanishes by symmetry. However, what the constant expansion case does make clear is: (i) the overall scaling p V ∝ λ B / λ ∞ , (ii) the wind expansion effectively stretches out the familiar antisymmetric profile of Fig. 2 that results for the static medium case and (iii) different field topologies are characterized by the slope information in the profile shape (e.g. the profile is more suppressed about the line centre in the split monopole case compared with that of the axial field case).
Homologous expansion

Recombination lines
As a means of investigating the Zeeman effect for more realistic wind flows, we select homologous expansion because it allows for acceleration while retaining convenient properties in the Sobolev approximation. In homologous expansion the wind velocity increases linearly with radius, which we parametrize as
for r 0 an outer radius for this velocity law. For r > r 0 , the flow is assumed to expand with constant speed v ∞ , but we will ignore any emission from r > r 0 . At the inner boundary R * , the flow has a minimum speed v 0 = v ∞ R * /r 0 . The isovelocity zones in a homologous flow are described by v z = −v(r )µ = −v ∞ (z/r 0 ), and are thus 'discs' that cut across the spherical envelope and are oriented face-on towards the observer. Again the examples of axial and split monopole fields will be considered. This time, both explicitly thin lines and optical depth effects will be explored. In the latter, the effects of both occultation and absorption are included. In the former, only occultation will be considered, so we consider in effect the large-S λ limit. Focus is given first to recombination lines, and resonance lines will be considered in Section 3.6.2. As in the constant expansion case, we take S λ to be constant for a recombination line, as justified in Section 3.3.
Before proceeding to solve the integral relations for the line emission and its polarization, it is first useful to note some of the gradient factors that will be needed. It remains that for p fixed, we have dr /dz = z/r . The line-of-sight velocity gradient is
which is constant at all points in the flow. Consequently, one has dz/d λ z = −r 0 / λ ∞ and d 2 v z /dz 2 = 0. For the emissivity we assume the same power law as before with j λ = j 0 x −m , which in turn implies that for the Sobolev optical depth we have
where the optical depth scale for this case is given by τ l = n 0σ l ν 0 r 0 / v ∞ . In the discussion to follow, we have chosen to compute line profiles assuming that r 0 = 4R * as a reasonable representation of conventional wind velocity laws.
Thin lines
For optically thin lines, with stellar occultation but ignoring absorption of the stellar continuum, the total intensity of line emission will be
where x 0 = r 0 /R * . The lower limit to the integral is a function of the Doppler shift in the line profile, and is given by
These different cases take into account stellar occultation and the fact the x min can never fall inside the star. For the constant factors outside the integral, we define the line flux scale
The integral expression is easily integrated to give
In a similar fashion, the circularly polarized flux is found to be
Using the power law for j λ , taking the gradient, and changing from r to x for the radial variable, the integral becomes
In our approximation the total intensity profile F emis I
is the same for all field topologies, but clearly F emis V is quite sensitive to the field, both in its scale and its geometry. The axial field is especially simple, since the Zeeman splitting factor and cos γ are constants of the integral. Then the analytic solution becomes
For the split monopole case, with field strength varying with radius as r −2 and cos γ = |z/r |, the V-flux becomes
where λ B is the Zeeman splitting evaluated with the surface field strength.
In Fig. 5 we show the total intensity and polarized profiles based on these expressions for different values of allowed m. The line flux drops sharply towards the far line wings, and we have chosen a fixed scalefactor F l /F c = 10 for the curves of Fig. 5 . The continuum contribution is apparent in the polarized profiles via the cross-over of the curves, which would not otherwise occur. Also, the polarizations are maximized by choosing the field orientation to be oriented towards the observer (i.e. cos γ = 1 for the axial field case, and for the split monopole we view the 'magnet' from the 'North pole'). If the observer were to view these spherically symmetric configurations from side-on, the polarization would vanish everywhere in the line profile.
The main result from these calculations is that the stronger lines corresponding to larger values of m (again, for x 0 = 4 and F l fixed) yield larger polarizations. The two major differences between these profiles and those for the constant expansion case are: (i) the peak polarization no longer occurs in the extreme wings but rather at intermediate velocity shifts and (ii) stellar occultation significantly suppresses the polarized flux for the redshifted portion of the profile. Regarding this last point, it means that the polarized line profile is no longer antisymmetric, so the line-integrated polarized emission does not vanish.
In comparing the axial and split monopole fields, the latter produces weaker polarizations because λ B ∝ r −2 and cos γ = |µ| = |z|/r . Consequently, there is a quadratic dependence on velocity shift, λ z | λ z |/ λ 2 ∞ , and the integral involves a steeper power law of radius, with the two effects acting to reduce the overall scale of the polarization.
Thick lines
Here we repeat the analysis just given but now allowing for optical depth effects, and also continuum absorption by the intervening wind flow. Mainly, the analysis has relevance for the Hα line, which is an easily accessible line for ground-based facilities and can be in emission for hot stars. Although it will be primarily thin for most OB stars, it can be mildly thick for extreme values of the wind density (e.g. Puls et al. 1996) . Similarly, the considerations of this section may have relevance for some He II recombination lines in the massive Wolf-Rayet winds.
Using the expressions from Section 3.2, and continuing to assume a wind in homologous expansion, the profile expressions for the axial field case become
for the lower limit cases r min = x min R * of the previous section, and
for λ z < 0, and r 2 max = z 2 + R 2 * since absorption occurs only over the 'tube' for p R * . The underlying continuum is just F c for λ z > 0, since this corresponds to redshifted Doppler shifts and the wind flow on the far side of the star produces no absorption of the stellar continuum.
As so far expressed, these equations for the total intensity profile are valid for both recombination and resonance lines. As has been pointed out, the source function S λ is approximately constant for recombination lines, so that the V-profile is determined by only the gradient of the optical depth. Using equation (16) and noting that λ B cos γ is constant for an axial field, the emission contribution to the circularly polarized flux is
(44) The contribution to the V-flux owing to absorption (which applies only for λ z 0) is given by
(45) Evaluating these integrals numerically, results are shown in Fig. 6 , assuming that cos γ = 1 and a magnetic field of 100 G for a red line around 1 µm. The optical depth scale τ l takes values of 1, 3 and 10 in order of increasingly strong lines. We took m = 6 (i.e. τ S ∝ n 2 ) and assumed that S λ = 0.7I c . This value was selected to mimic a star with a 40 000 K photosphere, and draws on the results for the Hα source function of Puls et al. (1996) . Profiles on the left are for an axial field and on the right are for a split monopole. It is clear that the recombination lines are primarily emission lines, an artefact of selecting S λ = 0.7I c which fills in most of the absorption.
Several interesting points are apparent. First, the emission contribution produces a profile with negative blueshifted polarization, and positive redshifted polarization, similar to the trend for the constant expansion case. However, the stellar occultation severely suppresses the redshifted V-signal. Secondly, the absorption contribution to the V-flux appears only at blueshifted wavelengths, and is oppositely signed to the emission component, leading to additional cancellation. The net effect is to produce a V-line profile signal with a rather small polarization that does not much exceed 0.01 per cent. Thirdly, as the line optical depth is increased, the polarization profile tends to become stretched out, since the peak signal shifts further into the wings as the growing effective photosphere intersects faster isovelocity zones.
Resonance lines
The source function for resonance lines is taken from Section 3.3. For a homologous flow, the ratio of the penetration to escape probabilities β c /β reduces identically to the dilution factor W (r ) = 0.5 (1 − 1 − R 2 * /r 2 ) (e.g. Mihalas 1978 ). In the case of a resonance scattering line, the expressions for the Stokes I-line emission and absorption of the preceding section remain valid, and the absorption contribution to Stokes-V profile (although, the powerlaw index m will generally be different, thereby yielding a different profile shape). However, the emission contribution to the V-flux is not the same, because there now exists a gradient of the source function that contributes to the V-flux (see Section 3.2). The integral expression now becomes
where
Resonance line calculations are shown in Fig. 7 , for which we took m = 3. The format is the same as for Fig. 6 in the recombination line case. The different curves correspond to different line optical depth parameters, with τ l = 0.1, 1, 10 and 100, in order of stronger lines. For very large optical depths, we expect the entire V-signal to vanish as the factor exp(−τ S ) appearing in the integral starts to dominate, and recall that we include no emission for r > r 0 .
The resonance lines are quite different from the recombination line cases, since pure scattering ensures that photons are conserved within the line band (except for the effect of stellar occultation), so that a classic P Cygni profile results, with blueshifted absorption and redshifted emission. Since polarization is a normalized quantity, depending inversely on the total emission flux, the blueshifted circular polarization is enhanced by virtue of the lower emission in the P Cygni absorption trough, resulting in peak polarizations of the order of 0.04 per cent for an axial field, and approximately half that for a split monopole. Moreover, the resonance scattering opacity scales as x −3 instead of x −6 for a recombination line, and so the absorption is significant out to larger radii. As a result, the net V-polarization is dominated by the absorption contribution, and the peak polarization is seen to move out towards the line wing as the optical depth of the line is increased. The peak polarization for the split monopole is not nearly as strong in the far blue wing. This occurs because the field strength decreases with radius as B ∝ r −2 , which greatly reduces the Zeeman effect at the larger radii where the flow is fast enough to contribute to the Doppler shifts in the line wings.
D I S C U S S I O N A N D C O N C L U S I O N S
Under the assumption of weak magnetic fields, we have considered the circular polarized signal that results from the Zeeman effect in wind emission lines using the Sobolev approximation. Most searches concentrate on photospheric lines, and Zeeman signals from kilogauss fields are easily measured with modern facilities. Our goal has been to estimate the instrumental sensitivity needed to use high-resolution spectropolarimetry of the Zeeman effect to map low-order circumstellar fields threading the winds of hot stars. We find that although wind broadening tends to obscure the Zeeman shift, the Sobolev approximation translates this shift into a spatial offset, allowing it to conveniently separate at each wavelength the polarized components from neighbouring isovelocity zones. This offset, coupled with the opposite sign of the polarization, causes the Zeeman effect to be sensitive not to the local wind emissivity, but rather its gradient. The simple wind and field geometries considered are either constant or homologous expansion, and axial or split-monopole magnetic topologies. For constant expansion, it is demonstrated, as expected, that the overall scale for the V-flux for optically thin recombination lines depends on the ratio of the Zeeman splitting to the wind broadening. The signal also depends on the magnetic field geometry and its strength, through an integral relation over the line emissivity gradient. The resultant polarized profiles, ignoring stellar occultation and wind absorption of the stellar continuum, are antisymmetric and sharply peaked in the extreme line wings.
We have mainly emphasized winds in homologous expansion to simulate the wind acceleration region to estimate the polarization in wind lines. Stellar occultation is found to severely suppress the redshifted V-signal, which is reasonable since the line emission generally peaks near the star. Wind absorption of the stellar continuum, on the other hand, is found to dominate the blueshifted circular polarization for thick lines, especially the resonance lines.
There are also interesting trends with line optical depth. Not surprisingly, the V-signal increases with τ l for a fixed line source function, and the polarization is weak for thin lines if S λ ∼ I c . In the line core, the polarization is also low, since emission and absorption near the line centre originates near the z = 0 plane where symmetry considerations constrain the gradients to be small. Consequently, as τ l increases, the V-profile at first grows in strength and width as emission increases from faster isovelocity zones. However, ultimately, for quite large optical depths, the polarization begins to drop everywhere in the profile with further increases in τ l , since cancellation becomes more severe as the polarized emission of both components saturates.
Our strongest polarizations result from effectively thin recombination lines. Peak polarizations as large as 0.1 per cent can result, but only for exceptionally bright emission lines. Generally, we find polarizations of 0.01-0.04 per cent for a split monopole field with a surface value of 100 G and the most favourable orientation with respect to the observer. We close with a list of more specific conclusions concerning the observational prospects for detection of the Zeeman effect in winds, and additional complications to be borne in mind when attempting such detections.
(i) Larger Zeeman signals may result from factors that increase the gradients, such as variations in the ionization of the atomic species producing a particular line. However, this is a complicated issue. For example, a line that arises predominantly from small radii may be modelled by increasing the power-law index m, which increases the Zeeman effect around the line core. On the other hand, if the ion is more abundant at larger radii, then m would be decreased, and although this can reduce the Zeeman signal, it will also tend to make the V-profile broader.
(ii) One of our assumptions has been that the wind is continuous and not time-varying. However, real winds are known to be structured. Could this structure -in the form of wind shocks, asymmetric mass loss, and so on -lead to enhancements of the circular polarization? Certainly in a radiative shock, large density enhancements can result, and any component of the magnetic field that is tangential to the shock will also be strongly amplified. Since the Zeeman effect is linear in B, it depends in part on the net magnetic flux threading the emitting medium. Thus local field intensifications that come at the expense of the nearby surrounding flux only become important when combined with correlated density increases. Such density increases are certainly expected in shock-compressed knots or slabs, so much of the material responsible for producing a line feature may indeed be spatially concentrated into shock-amplified field structures. In this case, substantial enhancement of the V-polarization is possible, although it will depend on how well aligned the field variations are over the contributing isovelocity zone.
(iii) Ideally we might try to suggest an optimal line for detecting the Zeeman effect in winds, but in practice this presents a conundrum that is better left to the expertise of the observer. Resonance lines appear to give stronger peak signals, compared with recombination lines that are mildly thick and have low S λ ; however, the resonance lines that show strong wind effects in early-type stars are generally located in the ultraviolet (UV), thus requiring polarimetric instrumentation on space-borne platforms. Recombination lines are frequent in the optical and IR bands, and when large source functions S λ are achieved they also yield the strongest polarizations; however, the accessible line formation region may appear only at intermediate or large radii where the field will probably be much weaker, thus degrading the peak polarization. Still, the Zeeman effect has been measured in such features, for example in Hα for an AM Her object (Ferrario, Wickramasinghe & Schmidt 2002) . Moreover, pure recombination lines abound in the IR for stars with dense stellar winds (e.g. the Wolf-Rayet stars -see van der Hucht et al. 1996) , and these have the advantage that the relative Zeeman splitting becomes stronger with longer wavelengths since λ B / λ ∞ ∝ λ 0 .
(iv) In our formulation of the longitudinal Zeeman effect, our expressions hold as long as the source functions and the optical depths for the two σ -components are the same. However, for resonance scattering lines, the Hanle effect can alter the radiative transfer of circular polarized radiation. The Hanle effect refers to the modification of the polarization arising specifically from line scattering in the presence of a magnetic field. It is primarily associated with linear polarization, and does not actually produce a V-signal, although it can modify the transport of circular polarization generated by the Zeeman effect (e.g. Stenflo 1994; Casini 2002 ). The Hanle effect has an advantage over the Zeeman effect, in that it is sensitive to fairly weak magnetic fields in the 10-100 G range with potentially significant line polarizations of the order of 1 per cent (e.g. Ignace, Nordsieck & Cassinelli 1997; Ignace, Cassinelli & Nordsieck 1999) . However, for hot stars, the Hanle effect has the disadvantage that the resonance scattering lines are located in the UV and FUV, as previously noted.
Notwithstanding the observational challenges, one interpretative simplification does appear when the Hanle and Zeeman effects are operating. It turns out that many of the strong UV resonance lines common to hot star spectra, such as C IV, Si IV, or N V, are Li-like doublets. The longer-wavelength component of these doublets will be unpolarized from resonance scattering, and so the theory presented here should not require Hanle corrections for those components, and they could still be targeted to measure the Zeeman effect with a UV spectropolarimeter.
(v) It is useful to estimate the required integration time to detect the signals that we have predicted. Consider a telescope of aperture A and integration time t, intercepting a photon-number flux density per wavelength interval N ph . Then assuming photon-limited statistics, the signal-to-noise ratio will be
where λ is the spectral width. Optimal targets should have strong winds and be fairly bright, so the Wolf-Rayet star EZ CMa, with visible magnitude m V = 5, will serve as a reasonable example. For N ph , we note the fiducial value N ph ≈ 10 7 photons m −2 s −1Å−1 for a star with m V = 0 (Bless, Code & Schroeder 1968) . Consequently, N ph is approximately 100 times smaller for EZ CMa, assuming a line in the visible band. As a conservative estimate, we choose p V = 0.03 per cent over a wavelength interval of λ ≈ λ 0 × (0.1v ∞ /c), which gives λ ≈ 3Å for λ 0 = 5500Å and v ∞ = 1500 km s −1 . A 3σ detection of such a polarization requires a S/N ratio of approximately 10 4 , and so the required integration time will be t ≈ 300/A, for A in square metres and t in seconds. Hence a 1-m class telescope could be used to detect such a signal in around 5 min. However, this estimate is highly oversimplified, since instrumental polarization can dominate the noise contribution. Chesneau & Moffat (2002) discuss recent spectropolarimetric observations of hot stars using the ESO 3.6 m, and Donati (2001) and Bagnulo et al. (2002) discuss the spectropolarimetric capability of the VLT.
It is worth commenting that in principle, the technique of coadding line spectra to build up signal in Stokes V, as has been applied to photospheric lines (pioneered by Donati et al. 1997) , can also be used for wind lines. The basic idea is to add the circularly polarized flux from several lines to increase the S/N ratio in the Vsignal. However, the main difficulty for wind lines is that the total intensity profiles of different lines will generally (almost certainly) not be the same. Thus co-added V-signals would not be suitable for detailed modelling (e.g. of magnetic field geometry), but they could be used to enhance the detectability of the presence of a magnetic field. And with our current state of ignorance regarding the magnetic fields of hot stars, simple detections of the Zeeman effect must be the foremost goal at this stage.
We conclude that our initial consideration of the Zeeman effect for winds with global ∼100 G magnetic fields yields a peak circular polarization at the 0.01-0.04 per cent level for the most favourable viewing angles and simplest field topologies. These values may be observable, with difficulty, using current instrumentation, and if so, wind Doppler shifts allow high spectral resolution to serve as a proxy for infeasibly high spatial resolution of the circumstellar magnetic field.
We thus suggest the following observational strategy for best employing the Zeeman effect in wind lines to measure magnetic fields in circumstellar envelopes.
(i) To obtain a basic detection, it is advisable to measure Stokes V in several wind lines and co-add the circularly polarized fluxes to increase the S/N ratio. Moreover, the Zeeman signal will not generally be antisymmetric, meaning that the line-integrated polarized flux does not vanish. Consequently, observers should consider using narrow-filter polarimetry to detect the Zeeman effect in the line-integrated flux to make the measurement more feasible by increasing the overall flux levels.
(ii) If a resolved V-profile can be obtained, the modelling may proceed as follows.
(a) The Stokes I profile can be modelled using standard techniques to derive the line optical depth scale τ l . In principle, one should be able to infer the run of ionization fraction q with radius for the ion of interest (i.e. if one assumes a standard wind velocity law).
(b) Knowing τ l and q(r ), the V-profile can be modelled to obtain the configuration, variation with radius and inclination of the magnetic field. The derivation will surely not be unique, since the longitudinal Zeeman effect gives only the line-of-sight component of the field topology; however, wind lines have the advantage that each line frequency represents a spatial 'cut' through the field geometry. Consequently, if one posits an overall globally 'regular' magnetic field (i.e. in contrast to a forest of loop structures or a complex tangled field), there should be enough spectral information content to reconstruct a best representation of that field geometry.
(c) The main diagnostic features will be that for lines of greater optical depth, the peak values of Stokes V will tend to shift towards the line wings, more so for resonance lines. The peak value of the V-profile will depend on τ l and the velocity law and the details of the ion fraction distribution, and it will also scale linearly with field strength.
For the initial exploration represented by this work, only a general quantification of the expected magnitude of the polarization and line profile effects has been pursued, in preference over more detailed calculations tailored for specific applications. Our basic approach is applicable to a wider array of supersonic velocity structures than is explicitly treated above. For example, results may differ for highly non-spherical geometries such as Keplerian discs, and wider applications exist in a diverse set of astrophysical contexts that offer promise for continued study using a combined Zeeman/Sobolev approach. Nevertheless, it is apparent that the need for extreme observational sensitivity will continue to present obstacles for extracting the potential wealth of information from the Zeeman effect in supersonic winds.
